I’m not about to put any words in anyone's mouth but I listened intently to
each guest speaker and summarized here what each had to say:
Lisa Stickan - RPCC (lstickan@cuyahogacountygop.com), We need an
army of Patriots if we truly want to change the Republican Party. We not
only need good candidates we can support, but there are literally
thousands of positions WE ALL need to fill. Poll workers for the BOE, poll
watchers - those who make certain poll workers (from both parties) are
doing their jobs, following strict procedures in administering ballots AND
tabulating. This was so lacking in Ohio and around the country and
enabled the Left to “get away with election fraud” and flip the vote away
from Trump (and other republicans) in 2020.
Mark Pukita - Ohio US Senate 2022 Republican Candidate
(pukitaforsenate2022.com), went on to offer many more openings to fill.

Things each and every one of us are quite capable of doing. Jobs like
manning phone banks. As Mark explained, using their software to call from
the comfort of your home, while masking your number (so nobody even
knows you’re calling from your phone). We need people going door-to-door
explaining critical issues and not only getting people registered to vote, but
explain the importance of getting them to vote in PRIMARY elections. This
is the only way to get our favored candidates ON the ballot, so voters can
even vote for them. Our candidates can’t be elected if they aren’t on the
ballot to begin with! Most people aren’t even aware HOW the election
process works. WE need to educate these people so they can be part of
the process. Elections are NOT for mere spectators! If you want change,
then YOU need to make that change happen. It can’t be left up to
“somebody else” - it’s YOUR job.
Nick Tsengas - Admin of Tore’s, “The New Ohio” movement (on Telegram)
explored the benefits of using the social media platform Telegram, explaining
where to get the software, (https://telegram.org/) and how to become invited
to those groups by sending an email to him at sagnest50@gmail.com with
a simple explanation as to “why you should be invited”!
Larry Seally – Candidate Akron School Boards, Spoke about failures of our
Education System and what needs to be done for the benefit of our children
-Brad Lynnet

